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Abstract
Many authors have proposed criteria to assess the “environmental friendliness”
or “sustainability” of software products. However, a causal model that links
observable properties of a software product to conditions of it being green or
(more general) sustainable is still missing. Such a causal model is necessary
because software products are intangible goods and, as such, only have indirect
effects on the physical world. In particular, software products are not subject to
any wear and tear, they can be copied without great effort, and generate no
waste or emissions when being disposed of. Viewed in isolation, software seems
to be a perfectly sustainable type of product. In real life, however, software
products with the same or similar functionality can differ substantially in the
burden they place on natural resources, especially if the sequence of released
versions and resulting hardware obsolescence is taken into account. In this

article, we present a model describing the causal chains from software products
to their impacts on natural resources, including energy sources, from a life-cycle
perspective. We focus on (i) the demands of software for hardware capacities
(local, remote, and in the connecting network) and the resulting hardware
energy demand, (ii) the expectations of users regarding such demands and how
these affect hardware operating life, and (iii) the autonomy of users in managing
their software use with regard to resource efficiency. We propose a hierarchical
set of criteria and indicators to assess these impacts. We demonstrate the
application of this set of criteria, including the definition of standard usage
scenarios for chosen categories of software products. We further discuss the
practicability of this type of assessment, its acceptability for several stakeholders
and potential consequences for the eco-labelling of software products and
sustainable software design.
Keywords environmental criteria for software, green software, resource
efficiency, sustainability indicators, model of software impacts, energy-aware
software
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Introduction

This article presents the results of a project on sustainable software design
commissioned by the German Federal Environment Agency.1 The project builds
on the results of earlier projects [1,2].
The goal of the present project is to develop a method for evaluating the
environmental impacts of software products and to provide recommendations to
software engineers for developing software with low environmental impact. The
evaluation method is intended to support both the procurement of software
products with the consideration of environmental criteria and the development
of resource-efficient software. In particular, the method is supposed to enable a
comparison of two given software products with similar functionality, where the
comparison will focus on the impacts of their use on natural resources. Based on
the formulation of ambitious minimum standards, the method will help to define
criteria for the awarding of an environmental or quality label to sustainable
software products. The potential effect of exploiting the software functionality,
such as the carbon emissions saved by using videoconferencing software to
avoid flights (as demonstrated by Coroama et al. [3]), which may be much larger,
are not in the focus of this research. In the given example, we would distinguish
among a set of software products instead, all providing videoconferencing
functionality, by the amount of natural resources consumed per hour of using
them.
Thus, the project makes a contribution to expanding the focus of “Green IT”
beyond the hardware level to include the software level as the place where
hardware requirements emerge and expand. Since software products are
1
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immaterial goods, it is a challenge to capture the indirect material and thus
environmental impacts of these products in conceptual and methodological
terms.
A product's environmental impacts generally occur through the use of natural
resources2 during the life cycle of the product. We take this life-cycle perspective
into account in relation to software products, as well (see Figure 1, upper part).
We further consider that the hardware needed to operate a software product
must be produced, supplied with electricity, and disposed of at the end of its
useful life (Figure 1, middle part). Thus, every software product is responsible
for a quantifiable fraction of the life cycle of all the hardware products required
for its operation (programmable devices of any kind, peripheral devices, and
storage media). During production, use and disposal, these hardware products
demand a quantifiable part of natural resources.

Figure 1 Life cycles of hardware and software (horizontal dimension) and the resource demand induced by the
life cycles (vertical dimension)

Because it takes a life-cycle perspective, this approach can be expanded to
include social aspects of sustainability, e.g. when producing the raw materials for
the hardware (or producing the software) as well as the working conditions in
hardware production and disposal; however, our focus is on the environmental
aspects.
At the software level, we intentionally limit our perspective to the use phase
when developing the criteria. Although the production (development) and
disposal (uninstallation) of software also has its indirect environmental impacts,
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In this article, we reserve the term “resource” for natural resources and mostly avoid the
technical term “hardware resource” by describing hardware resources in terms of their
capacities, i.e., quantifiable aspects of their performance such as computing power, storage
capacity, or transmission bandwidth.

they are not considered in this project. One exception is that we take into
account the resources that can be wasted due to a software product’s incomplete
uninstallability.
Focusing on the use phase of software products is justified for standard software
that is installed and run in millions or billions of cases. Minor changes of
software properties decided by the developers can have a huge impact in terms
of resource demand when the software product is being used, just because of the
high multiplication factor that has to be applied due to the large number of
installations and executions.
The purpose of the set of criteria is to evaluate a software product on the basis of
characteristics that are observable in its use phase, be it by the users themselves
or by persons conducting professional tests. We excluded software production
because assessing the process of software development seems less important to
us than influencing it, in particular by making recommendations addressed to
those responsible for software development.
The evaluation of widespread software products requires more than a snapshot,
ideally an observation of the software product over longer periods of time which
cover several versions. From this long-term perspective, questions concerning
software-induced purchasing of new hardware become more relevant, for
example.
Expressed in abstract terms, our analysis focuses on two essential flows caused
by the use of a software product (see Figure 2):
•
•

the flow of energy through the hardware running the software (electricity
to waste heat),
the flow of hardware through the organization using it (new hardware to
electronic waste).

Figure 2 The two main physical flows to be reduced by sustainable software

The impact of both flows on natural resources can be determined by using
standard life-cycle assessment (LCA) methods. Life cycle inventories for
production and disposal of the most important hardware components exist for
this purpose, and we take them as given without entering a detailed discussion
[4,5]. Energy flow can also be evaluated with LCA methods; the various methods
for generating electricity have been examined sufficiently; that’s why we take
these results for granted as well [6,7].
If a software product causes significantly lower hardware and energy flows than
competing products with similar functionality, it can be considered “relatively
sustainable.”3
That is why it is sufficient to address the impact of software on the required
hardware capacities. If one imagines a chain of impacts from software
characteristics to natural resource use, we exclusively analyze the section of this
causal chain from the software characteristics to the hardware products and
their electricity consumption, because it is the only part of the causal chain that
can vary among software products. In other words, a software product has
usually no impact on the way hardware is manufactured or electricity is
generated, but only on the amount of hardware and electricity consumed for its
running. Exceptions may occur in cases of co-design of hardware and software or
when an operating system and the hardware are optimized together. However,
our focus is on standard application software. This does not exclude that the
criteria or subsets of them can in principle be applied to a broader class of
software products.
Additional hardware that is not directly involved in executing the programs of a
software product, but indirectly used, such as the Internet nodes routing the
traffic generated by the software, may not even be known; in such cases, using
average impact factors like “Internet energy intensity” in kWh/GB [8] is better
than implicitly assuming a zero impact.
Thus, operational criteria are necessary to be able to assess the sustainability of
software with reference to the hardware and energy flows it induces. Then these
criteria can be applied, e.g., to inform people responsible for software
development or software procurement – or to award an eco-label for software
products [9].
The set of criteria proposed here focuses on environmental impacts resulting
from the operation of a software product. As already mentioned, this does not
rule out that the awarding of eco-labels also includes social criteria regarding the
process of software development (e.g., compliance with ILO4 standards when
outsourcing programming work), the functionality of the software (e.g.,

The functionality of a software product, and thus its utility, will not be evaluated here. Our goal
is restricted to estimating and evaluating the amount of resource use it induces. A given amount of
useful work can be related to the amount of resource use induced to determine efficiency.
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accessibility, or exclusion of particular categories such as violent games), or
other aspects. It seems important to us, however, to treat the impacts of software
characteristics on natural resource consumption as a clearly defined object of
research from the outset and not to confound it with other issues. Studies and
criteria are available for many of these neighboring issues and can be used to
complement our set of criteria [10,11].
A tree of criteria was developed during the first phase of the project. The leaves
of this tree are indicators serving to operationalize the parent criterion. An
overview of the set of criteria is provided in Section 3. The full set of criteria is
available in the supporting information to this article, which will be also
published online. We will provide updates at: http://green-softwareengineering.de/criteria-catalog, add a revision control on this website and invite
for comments and feedback. In addition, we will keep the version to which this
article directly refers as supplementary information constant and accessible. The
set of criteria is intended to be used as a catalogue from which a selection can be
made depending on the goal and scope of the assessment task. Direct
comparisons of software products are of course only possible if the same
selection is used in all cases investigated.

2

Criteria for software sustainability and related approaches in
literature

Many fields of research are addressing interactions between ICT and the goal of
sustainable development. Hilty and Aebischer provide a general framework for
this type of research [12]. As a special case, research on software sustainability is
focusing on the software part of ICT systems, looking for interdependencies
between software engineering and sustainability issues. A first literature review
in this context was done by Penzenstadler et al. in 2012 [13]. Based on their data,
at that time “little research coverage on the different aspects of sustainability in
software engineering” was found. This seemed to have changed two years later,
when a similar study by the almost same authors came to the conclusion: “The
topic of SE4S [Software Engineering for Sustainability] has received wide-spread
attention in the software engineering community over the past few years.” [14]
Thus, the interest for the issue is widening.
Addressing a more specific topic, Calero et al. [15] analyze publications dealing
with software sustainability measurements. In addition to measurements,
metrics are an issue in evaluating software products. Here, Bozzelli et al. [16]
describe and classify metrics regarding the so-called “greenness” of software
while reviewing existing literature in this context. However, they do not define
what is meant by “greenness of software”. According to their results, the
“research community is focusing on metrics strictly related to energy
consumption and saving dimensions”.
Nevertheless, many authors working on criteria and metrics for “green” or
“sustainable” software have a broader understanding of the issue, e.g. addressing
the “impacts on economy, society, human beings, and [the] environment that
result from development, deployment, and usage of the software.“ [1,17] Several
other definitions of “sustainable software“ [18–20] discuss the issue from

different perspectives. Summarizing, all of them address the protection of
resources, among other issues. However, a standardized understanding of
“green” or rather “sustainable” software is still missing. As set out in the
introduction, we will focus on environmental sustainability.

2.1 Strategies on finding criteria for sustainable software
The following strategies on how to find and summarize criteria for sustainability
or “greenness” of software products can be identified in literature:
i.
ii.
iii.

Taking existing software quality criteria (such as maintainability) or
quality models (such as ISO 25010) and interpreting them in the context
of environmental sustainability,
taking existing sustainability criteria (such as energy efficiency) and
clustering them to categories (bottom-up approach), and
taking an LCA approach and defining software sustainability criteria for
software life cycle phases (top-down approach).

Table 1 summarizes literature that can be categorized into methods (i) to (iii).
The list is not intended to be exhaustive.
Table 1 Comparison of approaches on criteria for sustainable software

Approach by

Objectives

Outcomes

Criteria
(Examples)

Assessing properties of
software for
environmental, economic
and social aspects;
Introducing a set of
metrics to assess the
sustainability of software
products, demonstration
how to use the metrics

Sustainability
performance
metrics and
strategy how to
improve follow-up
releases by using
the metrics

Modifiability,
Reusability,
Dependability,
Usability,
Efficiency, and
Predictability

Extending the ISO 25010
quality model by
including sustainability
aspects; definition of
“greenability”

Model for
software
sustainability that
can be added to
the ISO software
product quality
model

Energy efficiency,
Resource
Optimization,
Capacity
Optimization,
Perdurability

Developing the criteria
set “green software
factors”

Framework for
green quality
factors: related to
software

Feasibility
(Carbon
Footprint, Energy,
Travel, …),

Method (i)
Albertao [21]
Albertao et
al. [22]

Calero et al.
[18]
Calero et al.
[23]

Method (ii)
Taina [24]

development and
execution

Efficiency (CPUintensity, Idleness,
…), Sustainability
(Reduction,
Beauty, …)

Summarizing existing
approaches in a “quality
model” for green and
sustainable software

Quality model to
classify green
software and its
engineering and
exemplary
corresponding
metrics

Feasibility, Social
Aspects,
Portability,
Efficiency,
Reflectivity,
Product
Sustainability

Abenius [26]

Evaluation of “Green IT”,
especially “Green
Software”, and pointing
out possibilities to use
software in a more
energy-saving way

Examples of
actions towards
Green IT, mapped
to software life
cycle phases

Choice of Material,
Reuse Refurbish
Recycle,
Production
Logistics

Naumann et
al. [1]

Mapping potential effects
of software to sustainable
development

Life cycle model
for software
products
including effects
relevant to
sustainability

Working
Conditions,
Manuals, Data
Medium,
Download Size,
Accessibility,
Hardware
Requirements,
Backup Size

Kern et al.
[25]

Method (iii)

2.2 Research Design
In order to create the set of criteria presented in this article, we used a
procedure combining methods (i) to (iii): We first collected available extensions
of quality models, findings of literature reviews (including scientific and practical
publications), and additional ideas in the context of software sustainability
(expert discussions). We then related the collected elements to each other and
clustered them (bottom-up approach). This resulted in a structured collection of
criteria which was reassessed for consolidating overlapping ideas. Then we
mapped the criteria to software life cycle phases and to the sustainability aspects
resulting from the causal model of the impact of software on natural resource
use that was developed in parallel (Figure 3). Consequently, only a subset of the
consolidated set of criteria has been followed up.

The resulting set of criteria will be presented in Section 3. The practical
application of example criteria is demonstrated with existing software products
in Section 4.

3

A set of criteria to assess the resource efficiency of software
products

As a guideline to structure the criteria collected from the literature, we
developed a causal model describing the principal mechanisms by which a
software product can influence the demand for natural resources (inspired by
[27]). Each of these mechanisms is a direct path (representing a causal chain)
from observable properties of the software product to the use of hardware
capacities and, finally, to the demand for natural resources that is induced by
producing and running the hardware. This causal model is shown in Figure 3. We
will first explain the model and then provide an overview of the set of criteria we
formulated on its basis.

Figure 3 The model describing the causal chains leading from software properties (blue) to the natural
resources required for using the software (green). A link means “has impact on”. The central node “Hardware
capacities used“ is structured into several types of local, transmission and remote hardware capacities
procured and operated to run the software product.

The observable properties of the software product are represented by the five
(blue) nodes in the upper part of the graph. The most important property is the
hardware requirements, i.e., the amount of hardware capacities the software
product requires (both declared by the producer and actually measured, as
partly shown in Section 4).

The amount of natural resources (including energy resources) demanded for
running the software is represented by the two (green) oval nodes labelled
“Resources required for production and disposal of hardware” and “Resources
required for operation of hardware” (lower right part of the figure).
Each path leading from a software product property to the natural resource
demand represents a possible way for software developers to influence the
natural resource consumption that will be caused by their products. All paths
happen to cross the node “Hardware capacities used” – except one.
This exceptional path starts at “Continuity and further development of the
software product”, which has a direct impact on the “Operating life of the locally
used hardware products”, which then affects the “Resources required for
production and disposal of hardware”. The idea behind this causal chain is that
the evolution of a software product has an influence on hardware obsolescence.
If, for example, a new version is more demanding with regard to hardware
capacities, it can shorten the useful life of the hardware equipment in use even
when this is still fully functional, which then increases the amount of natural
resources required to produce the hardware per unit of used hardware
capacity*time.
All the other paths from software properties to natural resources cross the
(orange) node “Hardware capacities used”. Note that we assume that there are –
in the general case – three spheres of hardware capacities involved in running
application software:
•
•

•

local capacities provided by end consumer devices,
transmission capacities provided by network infrastructure, which
includes hardware such as routers, switches and links (e.g., optical fibres),
and
remote capacities provided by servers.

Even if the software product under test runs only locally, it may require and
access remote and transmission capacities which have to be assessed as well.
Another important feature of the model is that some of the causal chains reach
the “Hardware capacities used” via (red) behavioral and organizational aspects
of using the software product. This includes everything that may influence the
“actually used configuration of the software product” or the “Usage patterns”.
This reflects that the actual configuration and the way of using the software
product both influence the hardware capacity it requires. This is where users
and the organizational structures in which they act come into play as influencers
of the software-induced resource demand. Software developers cannot (and
probably should not want to) determine user behavior and organizational
structures, but they do define the decision space for organizations and individual
users to optimize resource consumption when using the software. If this decision
space is too constrained to allow users who intend to save resources to do so,
this is less sustainable than providing such options. The grey nodes are
intermediate nodes in the causal network.

In Table 2, we briefly explain the five software properties used in our model and
provide examples for the criteria addressing them. Please note that the criteria
numbers shown in brackets refer to Table 3 and to the full set of criteria that is
provided as supporting information to this article.
Table 2 Software properties (corresponding to the five top nodes of Figure 3) and example criteria. The
numbers in brackets refer to the set of criteria provided as supporting information and described in Table 3.

Software property
Support for selfdirected
management of the
software product
(user autonomy)

Rationale
If the organization or individual
using the software product wants
to save resources, the software
should support this intention.

Example criterion
Uninstallability [3.2]

Configurability and
default settings

The default settings for
configuring the software product
may have a substantial influence
on the resources used.

This aspect can be
viewed as overarching, it
affects several criteria by
creating awareness for
default settings, e.g.,
Resource Management
[1.3].

Hardware
requirements

The hardware required to run the
software product have a crucial
influence on the hardware
capacities the user will procure
and on the load and energy
consumption when using the
product.

Electricity consumption
for a standard usage
scenario and a standard
configuration [1.2]

Resource
management
functionality

This is the capability of the
software product to manage the
hardware capacities (and thus the
natural resources needed to
provide them) in a way that
avoids wasteful use.

Resource Management
[1.3]

Continuity and
further
development of the
software product

Backward compatibility of a
software product mitigates the
obsolescence effect that can be
created by new versions.

Backward compatibility
[2.1]

To provide an overview of the full set of criteria, Table 3 shows the levels one
and two of the hierarchy. There are three main criteria, “Resource efficiency”,
“Potential hardware operating life” and “User autonomy”. They have different
numbers of sub-criteria. Some of the sub-criteria are further refined to a third
level. The leaf criteria are operationalized by indicators which can be directly
used to measure or qualitatively assess properties of the software. Third-level

criteria and indicators are not shown in Table 3 to keep it short. Please refer to
the supporting information for the full documentation.
The next section describes the application of four example criteria to
demonstrate their practicability in the real word.
Table 3 Levels one and two of the criteria tree. For the full description of the criteria set please refer to the
supporting information to this article.

1

2

3

Resource efficiency
1.1 Hardware efficiency: Which hardware capacities must be
available for operating the software product and what is the
degree of capacity utilization during operation?
1.2 Energy efficiency: How much electricity does the hardware
consume when the software product is used to execute a standard
usage scenario?
1.3 Resource management: Does the software product have an energy
management feature, and how effective is it when using the
product in a standardized context?
Potential hardware operating life
2.1 Backward compatibility: Does the manufacturer of the software
product guarantee that the current release can be executed on a
reference system that is n years old?
2.2 Platform independence and portability: Can the software product
be executed on different currently prevalent productive system
environments (hardware and software), and can users switch
between them without disadvantages?
2.3 Hardware sufficiency: Does the amount of hardware capacity
used remain constant over time as the software product is
developed further and additional functions are added?
User autonomy
3.1 Transparency and interoperability: Can users understand
resource-relevant aspects of the software product with a
reasonable amount of time and effort? Are they free to re-use data
they produced with this software product with other software
products?
3.2 Uninstallability: Can the software product be uninstalled easily,
without leaving traces, and without avoidable disadvantages?
3.3 Maintenance functions: Does the software product provide easyto-use functions permitting users to repair damage to data and
programs?
3.4 Independence of outside resources: Can the software product be
operated as independently as possible of resources not subject to
the users' control?
3.5 Quality of product information: Does the information provided
about the software product support its resource-efficient use?

4

Exemplary application of the criteria set

In order to show how the set of criteria can be used to compare software
products with similar functionality in terms of resource efficiency, we will
demonstrate the application of selected criteria.
The example criteria, for which we will demonstrate the operationalization here,
were selected using the following requirements: at least one from each of the
main criteria (level 1), potentially high relevance in terms of natural resource
use, and different methodological challenges for applying the criteria. This led to
the following selection:
•
•
•
•

“Electricity consumption for a standard usage scenario and a standard
configuration” [1.2],
“Default settings supporting resource conservation” [1.3.3],
“Backward compatibility” [2.1], and
“Uninstallability of programs” [3.2.1]

For criteria with quantitatively measurable indicators (only the first one in our
example), we use a measurement setup (following ISO/IEC 14756, as introduced
in [28], see Figure 4) to record the usage of the hardware capacities and energy
consumption of a reference computer system to derive the hardware utilization
and energy consumption induced by the software products. To demonstrate the
applicability of the method, we used the measurement method of previous work,
which used different measurement scenarios and focused on energy issues. The
measurement setup is briefly described in Section 4.1.
The assessment of criteria for which no measurable indicators can be defined
depends on observations of the software products’ behavior, expert and user
opinions, visual inspections, black-box tests and reviews of software manuals
and other documents.
To evaluate the practicability of the criteria, we established a measurement
procedure for each indicator. We then conducted case studies with 11 software
products from the product groups “word processors”, “web browsers”, “content
management systems”, and “database systems”. Thus, the four chosen software
types represent three different software architecture patterns: local applications,
applications with remote data processing, and server applications (see Table 4).
The definition of the software architecture patterns is a result of the
aforementioned prior research activities, a review of relevant literature, and
expert interviews.
Table 4 Selection of software products for the case studies

# Product
group

Software
architecture
pattern

Platform

Products and Licenses

1 Word
processors

Local application

Desktop/
Mobile

One proprietary and one
open source word
processor were selected.

2 Web
browsers

Application with
remote data
processing

Desktop/
Mobile

One proprietary and two
open source web
browsers were selected

3 Content
Application with
Management remote data
Systems
processing

Desktop/
Server

Three open source
browsers were selected

4 Database
systems

Server

One proprietary and two
open source database
systems were selected

Server
application

Based on the decision to select software products representing the different
software architecture patterns, we chose the specific products for the case
studies. Table 4 shows the resulting selection of software product groups. In
order to find the products that should be tested, the following aspects were
considered:
• High installation or user count
• Long useful life
• Different user groups
• Different devices used to run the products
• Different operating systems used to run the products
• Different licenses
The specific selection is based on statistics on private and professional usage and
market shares of the products. We chose from a large range of software product
groups to test the applicability of the indicators over a large scope.

4.1 Example criterion “Electricity consumption for a standard usage scenario
and a standard configuration”
To measure the energy consumption of software for the first sub-criterion of
criterion 1.2, which is “Electricity consumption for a standard usage scenario and
a standard configuration”, we let the system execute the same task with a set of
comparable software products and monitor the consumption behavior of the
system under test (SUT) at the hardware level in a standardized test
environment.
Figure 4 depicts an exemplary measurement setup, introduced in [29], that
allows recording the utilization of hardware capacities induced by a software
product and the resulting energy consumption. Previous work showed the
comparison of the energy consumption of different configurations of a web
content management system, using caching and compression technologies, and
of different ways of using web browsers on two well-known tools, based on
black box measurements [29]. In addition, we applied white box measurements
to sorting applications and multi user web applications [30].
The software product is installed on the SUT, which can be a desktop computer
or server. The workload generator then performs the tasks defined in the usage

scenario (see below). The power supply of the SUT is monitored by a power
meter. The SUT itself collects the data on the utilization of its hardware
capacities. All data is aggregated in a centralized data storage and then analyzed.

Figure 4 Exemplary setup for measuring hardware utilization and energy consumption of a software system.

In order to produce comparable results, we record several measurements: the
baseline consumption of the operating system, the consumption of the operating
system plus the software product in idle mode, and a standard usage scenario.
To ensure a fair appraisal system, the standard usage scenario needs to be
devised for each software product group in a way that it does not favor one
product over the other. Thus, the scenarios that we describe here are merely
suggestions that we used to prove the viability of the method. The creation of the
scenarios, which are later used e.g. for awarding eco-labels, should be devised by
the respective entity, like the certifier.
For a non-interactive product group (e.g. database systems), we propose to use
or devise a benchmark that puts load on the system. This can be done in several
steps (low, medium, and high load) to ensure an equitable comparison. For an
interactive product group (e.g. word processors), we propose to create a
standard usage scenario in a way that it emulates a user as realistically as
possible. To do so, we propose the following steps: First, we analyze which tasks
users typically carry out with the software product and which functions of the
software are used most frequently in this process. Additionally, we consider
expert opinions on functionalities which may induce high energy demand or high
resource utilization. With this information, we define individual actions that then
are scheduled in a flow chart. We test the scenario with each software product of
the product group to ensure that the execution of the whole scenario is possible
with each one. This way, when the energy consumption and hardware utilization
of the SUT is measured while performing the scenario, the same useful work is
done with each software product and we can compare the results for each one of
the scenarios.

After the design of a standard usage scenario, we prepare the SUT. In order to
reduce side effects from remnants of previous installations, we overwrite the
whole hard drive with a predefined standardized disk image including the
desired operating system, before installing the software product. In this system,
all possible background processes – such as automatic updates, virus scanners,
indexing- and backup processes – are deactivated. With this standardized
configuration, we measure the baseline consumption of the operating system
several times and average the results in order to ensure that the fewest possible
number of other processes are interfering with the scenario measurements.
By means of a macro software, we repeat the measurement of the standard usage
scenario several times in order to generate a representative sample. In the
following, we present exemplary results of the measurements from the case
studies. Table 5 provides some technical details.
Table 5 Details of the measurement procedure.

System Under
Test (SUT)

We use two SUT, a desktop computer for local software (e.g.
word processors) and a server for distributed software (e.g.
content management systems).

Sampling rate

All data is collected with a sampling rate of one kilohertz.
(1,000 data points/second)

Scenario length

The time interval of each scenario is set to 10 minutes.

System
configuration

We use two standard configurations of hardware and
operating system, one for each SUT (client and server). All
software products of one product group are installed on the
same reference system.

Synchronization The analysis software synchronizes all measured data by
means of time stamps.
Sample size

All measurements are repeated 30 times and then averaged.
Assuming a normally distributed population [28], and given
the controlled test environment described in the text, 30
measurements are usually a sufficient sample size, as “the
sampling distribution will tend to be normal regardless of
the population distribution in samples of 30 or more” [31].

For each measurement, we record the power input and hardware utilization
data, averaged per second. We store the measurement data together with the log
data from the load generator in a database, in order to be able to analyze which
action causes which resource consumption. By way of example, we present the
results of the indicator “measured power input” (an indicator for criterion 1.2.1)
for two word processors executing the same standard usage scenario (see
Figure 5).

Figure 5 Comparison of the power input of two word processors.

The measured values are averaged per second over the 30 repetitions. It can be
seen that the two word processors take a different amount of time to finish the
same scenario within the 10-minutes interval.
From these measurements, we calculate the average consumed electrical energy
[Wh] per standard scenario and decide whether the two candidates’ mean values
differ significantly via a t-test.
In this case, word processor 2 uses significantly more electrical energy
(16.72 Wh) than word processor 1 (14.43 Wh) on average (confidence interval:
95%). Similarly, we also calculate and compare the work that the software
demands from the available hardware capacities, such as “processor work”
(processor load integrated over time) to evaluate other criteria, in particular 1.1,
“Hardware efficiency”: Which hardware capacities must be available for
operating the software product and what is the degree of capacity utilization
during operation?

4.2 Further example criteria
All considerations about the evaluation of the criteria are made with the default
settings of the software product to be assessed in order to locate the
optimization potentials.
4.2.1 Example criterion “Default settings supporting resource conservation”
Criterion 1.3.3 (a sub-criterion of 1.3 Resource management) requires that “the
default settings of the software product are selected in such a way that they also
take the goal of resource conservation into account”. This is assessed by means
of observing the default settings of the software product and a reviewer’s
assessment. In this case, it is important to check settings both during and after
the software installation and, if necessary, to measure the default settings with a
separate scenario and compare the results with those of the other software
products in the same group.

As mentioned in Table 2, this criterion is a special case because it is implicitly
linked to other criteria and indicators addressing a broad variety of settings
relevant for resource demand. Examples of such settings are sleep mode settings
(indicator for 1.3.2, energy options (indicator for 1.3.1), data compression and
transfer options.
As a starting point, the reviewer can look out for hardware-intensive modules
identified in criterion 1.1.5 “Economical use of hardware through adaptability
and support for users when adapting the software product”. In some cases, it
may also be necessary to rely on other assessment methods like reviewing
manuals or visual inspections (e. g., in case of web browsers: which is the default
page the browser opens at every start?).
For the case studies with software products from the “word processor” group,
we found that for word processor 1, the default is to install all office tools (like
word processor, spreadsheet program, presentation program, etc.) and some
extensions (approximately 140 megabytes in size, including, e.g., dictionaries for
the spell checker). Word processor 2 also includes the standard office tools. In
addition, it installs several programs, plugins, and add-ons (approximately 1,000
megabytes in size).
4.2.2 Example criterion “Backward compatibility”
Criterion 2.1 requires that “the manufacturer of the software product
guarantee[s] that the current release can be executed on a reference system that
is n years old”. The maximum number n is the result.
To apply this criterion, two indicators are evaluated:
a) Use the specification by the manufacturer (hardware, old operating
systems, old frameworks), since no standard configurations have been
defined for previous years.
b) When this criterion has been applied for at least one year, execute the
standard usage scenario on earlier standard configurations as well. Can
the standard usage scenario still be executed with the current release of
the software product under the standard configurations from n years
ago?
For indicator (a), we review the manufacturer’s specification to identify how
many years have passed since the most current version of the minimum
requirements (hardware, operating systems, frameworks, etc.) to operate the
software product was released. For example: If the minimum requirements are
Windows 2000 and php 5 (released in 2006), this would yield n = 11 today (in
2017). For the case studies with software products from the “word processor”
group, we found that for word processor 1, the current release can be executed
on a system that is 8 years old. For word processor 2 we found n = 7. In the
following iterations of the assessment of the software product, when a new
version is available, the evaluation of indicator (b) can start by experimentally
testing whether the standard usage scenario can be executed on earlier standard
configurations as well. This may then provide more robust results.

4.2.3 Example criterion “Uninstallability of programs”
Criterion 3.2.1 requires that “the user receives sufficient support to uninstall the
program without leaving traces”. In order to test this criterion, we propose a
black-box test that shows if after installing and uninstalling of the software
product under study, the condition will be identical to that prior to the
installation.
To achieve this, we first make a copy of the standardized disk image with
exclusively the desired operating system. Then, we install the software product,
perform the standard usage scenario and uninstall the software product again,
following the instructions in the user manual (if available). We then create
another disk image and compare it to the image we created before the
installation. This way, we find all files and changes to files that remain after
uninstalling. The reviewer then traces which files were created by the software
product. Additionally, we search for remaining entries in the registry of
Windows.
For the case studies with software products from the “word processor” group,
we found that after uninstalling word processor 1, there were no related files left
except user-generated documents. After uninstalling word processor 2 however,
there were 14 related empty folders and 1 file remaining on the disk image and
over 100 entries in the registry. The manufacturer also provides a manual for
completely removing the registry entries. Indeed, this can only be accomplished
with administrator rights and may be difficult for unexperienced users.
As exemplarily in Section 4 demonstrated, we verified all criteria during our case
studies. In conclusion, our studies show that all criteria can be utilized with
varying effort. As described, we chose these examples to be presented in the
paper, because they are a cross section of the criteria set, potentially have a high
impact in terms of resource consumption, and pose different methodological
challenges. The general goal is not to establish a fixed methodology, but to show
the viability of the criteria. The methods should be adapted by the entities that
use the set of criteria e.g. for awarding eco-labels.
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Potential use cases for the criteria set

In this section, we discuss the set of criteria and its potential future application
from the perspective of different stakeholders.

5.1 Software user perspective
Software users are those who use software products without usually needing
skills in developing or administrating software products. Thus, this group
comprises everyone using a desktop PC, laptop, smartphone or similar end-user
devices in private or professional contexts. A software user is not necessarily
identical with the software purchaser (see Section 5.2).
From the perspective of software users, the criteria for sustainable software
products provide information about the environmental impacts of the products.
They inform about the idea how to characterize and evaluate the sustainability of

a software product, and give hints how to use and configure software products to
achieve higher energy and resource efficiency. Informing about these issues by
exemplary demonstrations of this set of criteria (like the one presented in
Section 4) might, hopefully, lead to more transparency and awareness for the
topic.
Additionally, the set of criteria could be the basis for the development of a label
for green software products (see Section 5.5). Such a label can be seen as an
information medium supporting transparency in the relation between software
usage and environmental impacts by presenting the information created by
applying the set of criteria in a maximally aggregated form. The awareness for
environmental impacts of software can support “greener” user behavior with
regard to ICT products, especially software. Besides protecting the environment,
the behavioral changes can also result in economic advantages for the users.

5.2 Software purchaser perspective
Software purchasers are those who care about searching for and buying new
software products for their organizations. In private households, purchasers and
users are often identical. In a company, the purchaser may be responsible for
ordering vast amounts of software products. In any case, someone must decide
which software product is to be bought because there are competitive products
with similar functionality.
If a purchaser is interested in sustainability issues, he or she can include our set
of criteria or a selected part of it to evaluate candidate products or rely on test
results provided by independent sources (NGO’s, journalists) that have applied
the criteria or by a public authority providing an eco-label.
Besides that, the set of criteria can inspire purchasers to include additional
requirements for new software products in their calls for tenders. Such
requirements can become part of procurement guidelines.
In the long run, our set of criteria can help companies reducing their CO2
footprints by purchasing sustainable software products. At the same time, there
may be economic benefits by reducing hardware capacities and obsolescence.

5.3 Software administrator perspective
The software administrators do not only use the software products, but also care
about configuration and related technical aspects. Thus, the set of criteria can be
a source of inspiration and deeper understanding, a guideline and an
argumentation aid for administrators to configure software products in an
environment-friendly way. In large organizations with thousands of users, the
impacts of an increased administrators’ awareness for software sustainability
issues can be huge both in environmental and in economic terms.

5.4 Software developer perspective
The group of software developers includes both individual developers and
software companies.

For a software company, creating sustainable software and following marketing
trends may be conflicting goals (e.g., creating customer lock-in effects or
monitoring user behavior to sell this data might not work with sustainable
software). However, both the individual developer as well as a future-oriented
company, can use the idea of sustainable software to create a unique selling
point. Considering our criteria in software development expands the spectrum of
non-functional requirements for the software products. As soon as sustainability
becomes a highly rated requirement for software purchasers, software
manufacturers who are able to deliver sustainable products will have an
advantage.
Recommendations for software developers that can be directly or indirectly
extracted from the criteria may be transformed into a guideline for resourceefficient software development. The recommendations and the guideline can
help to spread the ideas of caring about sustainability issues in software
engineering.

5.5 Software certifier perspective
Software certifiers are people or organizations who are involved in developing
and awarding eco-labels or sustainability labels for software products.
Software certifiers may use the set of criteria as a basis for awarding a label. In
order to create guidelines on how to implement test procedures, the method of
exemplary application (Section 4) could be formalized. To do so, our set of
criteria provides a reliable basis.
Providing a label for sustainable software products extends the number of
certified products in the context of responsible consumption. It extends the
spectrum of software properties that can be certified, e.g., quality, security, and
usability. As a consequence, the portfolio of software certifiers grows,
strengthening their role in contributing to market transparency and supporting
users in responsible behavior.
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Discussion

The previous section already shows possible use cases for the presented set of
criteria and assigns them to the different user perspectives. However, in order to
be able to assess the criteria of sustainable software products in such a
structured way as presented, we had to set priorities in (i) the scope, (ii) the
application area, and (iii) product selection. This can be interpreted both as
strength and as limitation.
As described in the introduction, we decided to focus on the usage phase of
software. This reduces the complexity of gathering software products as
immaterial goods and provides a starting point that is easier to handle.
Nevertheless, we are aware of the connection between the different life cycle
phases. Thus, we definitely speak out in favor of addressing the other phases and
the connection between them in future work. Overall, the set of criteria presents
a balanced selection of possible criteria since it is the result of literature reviews

and working sessions of a team of seven researchers and practitioners with
different backgrounds. Additionally, the selection has been evaluated by external
experts.
Defining standard usage scenarios and taking this scenario as a basis for the
measurements done (see Section 4.1), allows us to compare the energy
consumption and hardware requirements of software products of the same
product classification. However, as described, the standard usage scenarios are
one viable approach to the assessment of the software products, especially for
interactive product groups. Nevertheless, a certifier (as described in Section 5.5)
who uses the criteria catalog must decide which scenarios are to be established
within the community. To evaluate the exemplary criteria, we used a
measurement setup including specific hardware and software tools (Figure 4).
However, the portability of the measurement method is ensured since the results
are repeatable by using comparable tools.
In order to be able to test the suggested criteria, we had to select software
products the criteria could be applied to. We chose 11 products representing (a)
the defined software architecture patterns and (b) popular products of these
classes. It turned out that there are some limitations in the application of the set
of criteria that are caused by the software architecture. For example, local
applications do not transfer data in the network. Thus, we do not need to
estimate the energy consumed in the network for the data traffic. This (energy
consumed in the network) is one of the indicators of the criterion 1.2 Energy
efficiency (see Table 3). Overall, we are satisfied that the set of criteria can be
applied to additional software products representing one of the software
architecture patterns.
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Conclusion and Outlook

In this article, we described how we developed a set of criteria for software
sustainability and demonstrated the application of a subset of them. This
research is one step towards awarding a sustainability label for software
products by comparing products with similar functionality. If it turns out that
one of the products causes less pressure on natural resources than others in its
class, then it can be labelled “sustainable”. The basic causal model and the
criteria we developed go beyond energy demand at runtime by also covering the
mechanisms that drive the increasing demand for hardware capacities, including
software-induced obsolescence.
The criteria were developed with a combined approach including an extensive
literature search, the selection and transfer of existing software quality criteria
and the derivation of software-specific criteria from general sustainability
indicators. The pilot application of core criteria addressing electricity
consumption, default settings, backward compatibility and uninstallability of
software products revealed that there are significant differences between
products that may look quite similar at a first glance. We conclude that the
criteria have a high relevance and offer practical benefit to any stakeholder who
wants to distinguish similar software products with respect to their resource
efficiency or environmental impact.

So far, the criteria are unweighted. The set of criteria provides no statement
about what is more relevant and which minimum standards must be met to
characterize sustainable software. When the criteria set should be further
developed into an eco-label or procurement requirements, it will have to be
expanded to a rating system. One can imagine that sustainability properties of
software can finally be described, e.g., on a single scale from 0 to 100. This would
make it easy to rank products according to their environmental friendliness.
However, this step towards standardization should be done by experts of the
certification field since it is a political decision leading to issues of environmental
policy.
Next to moving forward in creating a standardized label for sustainable software
products, future work contains an extension of the measurements, e.g. evaluating
further software products and including mobile devices as SUT. A vision for the
future is to integrate the measurements of software sustainability directly in the
development process and when releasing new versions of software products.
Thus, in future, we will pay attention to providing recommendations for software
engineers and an integration of the knowledge on sustainability characteristics
for software products into teaching and education.
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